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From Palma to Lluc – The Social and Organisational Life
of a Nocturnal Pilgrimage in Mallorca
Maja Balle
Roskilde University, Denmark
mballe@ruc.dk

Although the island of Mallorca is well known for its beaches and mass tourism sector, a local
pilgrimage tradition with deep roots in Catholicism is still thriving on the island; on the first
weekend in August, thousands of people gather to make a nocturnal pilgrimage to a shrine at Lluc
Mountain. Rather than focusing on the actual performance of the sacred journey or the culmination
of its ritualised accomplishment, this case study explores the social and economic framing of the
event orchestrated by actors from the local community, the church, the governmental sector, and
other private and public stakeholders. The 50-kilometer-long Des Güell a Lluc a Peu event takes
place in a context of voluntary engagement where local Mallorcans work together on handling the
logistics and food supplies for the participants. I examine the explanations for both the success
of this pilgrimage as well as the challenges that my empirical studies show that the pilgrimage
is facing, by identifying the most central factors that govern its unfolding. Some of those exist
between religious actions and adjacent commercial activities. Resource distribution and leadership
play a role in the community that is under influence of a larger economy built by pilgrimage, from
the small grocery stores to big capital market players such as the main sponsor, the Coca-Cola
Company. The theoretical aspect of this pilgrimage study is inspired by Charles Taylor (2007) and
his thoughts about the Age of Authenticity and the place of religion in contemporary society. It
also draws on concepts about the religio-economic connections that take place on the periphery of
pilgrimage and its related economic activities, as considered by Coleman and Eade (2018). I strive
to identify connections between unnoticed religious, social, and material networks that are born
out of the pilgrimage and distinguish how non-religious individuals link to the religious backdrop
in new ways. Drawing on Coleman’s notions of pilgrimage as a ‘human activity’ in a wider sense
(Coleman, 2021) this field work reflects on how and when connections in the religious and cultural
field are formed. The methodology is based on ethnographic field work, qualitative interviews
(Flick, 2009), and digital material, analysed through a lens of lived religion and everyday religion
(Orsi, 2005, 2012; Ammerman, 2007).
Key Words: Mallorca, religio-economic connections, pilgrimage, lived religion

Introduction
My doctoral research on Catholic migration to Denmark
included data-gathering among Catholic migrants in
Copenhagen. There I met 27-year-old Miquel from
Mallorca who was baptised as a child and raised in the
Catholic faith, but later left his religious convictions.
During an interview, he started talking about the Des
Güell a Lluc a Peu pilgrimage tradition, which is a
practice he appreciates and which he can only experience
in his home country.

home countries across the world. In this article, however,
I use Miquel’s story as a springboard to discuss how the
secular and sacred intersect and conflict in a revived
pilgrimage on the island of Mallorca. Miguel told me
how much he appreciates traveling home to take part in
the annual pilgrimage on his native island. But, when
I asked him if he would participate again, he answered
quite hesitantly and explained that the tradition that he
knows so well and has participated in with family and
friends since childhood has changed significantly, as he
states:

I am interested in the transnational mobilities that
connect Spanish-speaking Catholics in Denmark to their

I really used to enjoy it. Just walking there in
silence, you know, walking for eight, nine hours.
11
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And of course, talking to my friends, but some
parts are just in silence, completely calm. You
could hear the nature, especially when you go
into the mountains, you know? But last time I
was actually a bit disappointed!

Figure 1: Route of Des Güell a Lluc a Peu, Mallorca

From what I could gather, Miquel’s disappointment
personifies a quandary that is caused by an increasing
commercialisation of the pilgrimage, an event that
nevertheless, and at least partly due to this very
commercialisation, has become exceedingly popular.
The aim of this article is to analyse why this revived
tradition seems to expand in volume and significance
for so many people who are living in an increasingly
disenchanted and secularised western society (Weber,
1920; Taylor, 2007; Coleman, 2017). The pilgrimage in
question dates back to the thirteenth century where an
alleged miracle took place on the forested mountain Lluc,
where a stone statue of the Virgin Mary miraculously
appeared in a cave. As a result, the Santuari de Santa
Maria de Lluc was constructed on the site in 1230
(Timmerman, 2020) and sources state that pilgrims
walked to this place in large numbers in historic times
before it lost much of its significance (Llompart, 1988).
This was made up for in 1974 when another miracle, but
of a totally different nature, took place on the island: At
a local wine bar, named Bar Güell in the island’s capital
city of Palma, a small girl was playing with a glass siphon
bottle on the floor, when the carbon dioxide gas-shell
exploded. Luckily, she suffered no harm which led to her
father, Tolo Güell’s wishing to offer great gratitude. He
took up the idea of paying tribute to the Virgin of Lluc for
the protection of his child, and thus began a revitalisation
of the pilgrimage tradition. Along with friends, family,
and villagers of the town, they undertook the almost 50
km journey to the sanctuary shortly after the accident
took place:

https://ca.wikipedia.org/wiki/Des_G%C3%BCell_a_
Lluc_a_Peu#/media/Fitxer:Ruta_lluc_a_peu.png

Güell a Lluc a Peu. 1 Tolo Güell is now deceased, and
his bar no longer exists, but the tradition lives on.2 The
pilgrimage shrine is located in a UNESCO World Heritage
area in the Tramuntana mountains, and the pilgrimage
has now grown into a large event where the number of
participants is between 9,000 and 40,000 (Güell Dossier,
2021). Most participants are locals, or baleáricos visiting
from neighboring islands, or Mallorcans who live abroad
but return home from other countries to participate, as is
the case with Miquel. Despite the mass tourism on the
island, only a few tourists join the event, according to the
organisers.

She was carrying the siphon [when she fell but
did not get injured]. And a friend said: ‘This is
a miracle, a miracle! Now, we must go to Lluc!’
The first year there were ten or twelve people,
the second year there were more ... and already
the third or fourth ... a thousand or so people
showed up. And from here the march began.

1 Translated into English as From Güell to Lluc on Foot,
from Mallorquin, a language with the same root as Catalan,
which may vary slightly depending on the location.
2 Newspaper article about the old Bar Güell in Palma where
the revival of the pilgrimage began in 1974. The occasion
is the 50th anniversary of the pilgrimage: https://www.
ultimahora.es/noticias/sociedad/2022/04/13/1721709/anosdel-grup-guell.html

The above cited quote was related to me by the president
of the committee that is now coordinating the annual
nocturnal pilgrimage which has been given the name Des
12
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Despite the rapid secularisation of Spanish society over
the last fifty years (Pérez-Agote Poveda, 2007), this
revived pilgrimage tradition has developed and grown in
size and popularity over the same period, with its own set
of distinctive rituals and public expression of connection
to Catholic history.3 Based on this paradox, the main
question I want to pose in this article is: How can the
increasing attraction and expansion of this pilgrimage
phenomenon be explained? Furthermore, I want to
explore the inherent frictions and tensions attached to the
practice of the pilgrimage.
I will address the overall question at two different
levels: At a first level I will look at the framework of
the pilgrimage and outline the structural conditions for
the private and public actors that play together across
sectors in the organisation of it. This is motivated
by Coleman and Eade’s research on pilgrimage that
encourages scholars to look for interconnectivity among
‘religious, political and economic processes’ (2018:1-3).
The second level focuses on identifying and analysing
the motivation of the individual participants. I have
catalogued the experiences that pilgrims find meaningful
on a personal level, and I have highlighted the themes and
aspects of the pilgrimage that, according to testimonies
collected during my field work, inspire people to engage.

Theory, Method, and Design
The data for this article were collected during two short
field trips to Mallorca, while the initial interview with
Miquel, who brought my attention to the pilgrimage,
was conducted in Copenhagen. The first trip took place
in August 2021, and I arrived in the hope of being able
to participate in the pilgrimage myself, and to conduct
‘walking interviews’ with any participants who would
make themselves available to talk with me along the way
to the Sanctuary. To my disappointment the date for the
pilgrimage was changed due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
and I missed the event. But on my second visit in April
2022, I was fortunate to connect with seven people who
consented to share their pilgrimage experience with
me, and to use the data in my research. My studies are
3 According to two participants, many pilgrims enter the
church when they arrive, and some go to kiss the Virgin
Mary statue in the chapel. Some climb to the top of the rock
behind the Monastery where the old cave that held the statue
is located.
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preliminary and point to tentative conclusions since my
dataset is small and based on interviews with relatively
few participants during brief stays in the field. I intend
to return to do more in-depth field studies of longer
duration to add depth to my knowledge of the matter by
experiencing the event when possible.
Due to sensitive topics related to belief and religious
conviction the names of the respondents have been
changed and pseudonyms are used out of concern
for privacy. My field work is built upon personal
conversations with people connected to the pilgrimage,
and an expert interview (Flick, 2009) with the chairman of
the organisation that arranges the pilgrimage. The data are
mainly collected through a qualitative method, using semistructured interviews and they constitute the main part of
my empirical material. Besides the seven interviews with
pilgrims in Palma, I have also collected supplementary
data through observations and informal conversations
with the workforce at the monastery. E.g., the Catholic
Prior who conducts the pilgrim’s church service, the staff
at the information desk, the souvenir shop saleswoman,
and the guide at the church museum in Lluc. To add to my
knowledge about the history of the event I have looked
at information boards, text inscribed in stone, pamphlets,
photographs, descriptions, videos on the internet and
websites.4 Another important source of information has
come through document analysis (Silvermann, 2011).

The primary theoretical inspiration for the paper comes
from British anthropologists Victor and Edith Turner,
who have encouraged scholars to investigate other
aspects of pilgrimage than the merely religious ones
(1978: 22). In his most recent work, Simon Coleman
also encourages scholars to investigate the dynamics
outside the traditional aspects of pilgrimage research,
and to look for unnoticed social, cultural, and economic
forces, to illuminate more of the undercurrents that are
behind the resurgence of pilgrimage (Coleman, 2021:4).
Brent Plate believes that studying material networks is
key to recognise ‘the making and practicing of religion
in a broad sense’ (2015:3) and I felt stimulated to include
those perspectives in the exploration of my case.
4
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A digital recording of the 47th pilgrimage to Lluc
can
be
seen
online:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=wOkQu6HPLvY
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Figure 2: Sanctuary of Lluc

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:18-11-01-Mallorca-Lluc-DJI_0556-0558-HDR.jpg

In the data analysis of my qualitative records, I have been
using thematic analysis (Brown & Clarke, 2022) which
means scrutinising my content by looking for themes
and patterns and keeping an eye on how it is narrated
and related to other meta-stories (Silvermann, 2011;
Maxwell, 2005). On the intersection between secularity
and religious practice I have taken further inspiration
from Canadian philosopher, Charles Taylor, and his
theoretical ponderings about The Age of Authenticity that
according to him began around 1968 (2007:475), and
how this concept can contribute to a wider understanding
of the success of pilgrimage in our time.

how well the event is organised e.g., in terms of the
efforts of volunteers, the food supplies on the way, and
the comfort of having free organised lorries that bring
people down to town after finishing the trail. To get a
deeper investigation of the success of the event and
an overview of the different material and immaterial
networks involved, I have identified how the different
actors and stakeholders are catering for the successful
functioning of the pilgrimage.
The pilgrimage is supported by the public sector through
governmental services offered by e.g., Consell de
Mallorca and Govern Illes Balears and Mallorca Railway
Services who provide transport for people. At the
local level each of the village’s municipal government
Ajuntamentos also support the event with service from
the local police and share resources with the armed
forces, civil guards, health personnel, ambulance service
and security personnel. They coordinate and work
close together with the main actor in the social sphere,
which without a doubt is the organising committee
Grup Güell and its voluntary members. This committee
initiates the coordination of logistics, security plans,

Level 1. The Organisational Aspects of the
Pilgrimage
In this section I show the important interplay between the
actors who, from each of their roles, work together on
a common cause that they find important, although not
without contradictions. From the data I gathered in my
qualitative interviews it appears that the organisational
factors play a major role in the great success of the
pilgrimage to Lluc. Almost all interviewees mentioned
14
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volunteer recruitment, fundraising, event enrolments,
PR and media. They are responsible for the contact with
the public sector, local companies, and global brand
sponsors. They are the hub for donations of beverages
and other foods that support the pilgrims on their journey
and maintain communication with the clerics at the
monastery. According to the President of the organising
committee around 500 persons from private households
and families are now volunteering.
The more recent growth of the pilgrimage can be dated
back to 1980, when the number of participants grew
quickly due to the fact that the organisers of the event
began fundraising for the cause (Güell Dossier, 2021:4)
and the attention from the media increased at the same
time. The economic actors such as sponsors and partners
still today contribute to the success of the financial
aspects of the pilgrimage and the list of patrons is quite
extensive and spans from City councils, to Sa Nostra
Foundation, CaixaBank, Balearic Islands, Coca Cola to
local farming products. It includes a wide range of both
international, Mallorcan and Spanish companies and
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brands. In this manner, the pilgrimage has strategically
secured a strong foundation through both private funding
and state support.
The religious actors in the organisation of the pilgrimage
activities pertain to the realm of the church, the staff at
the monastery and the Prior who receives the pilgrims.
According to the president of Gurp Güell, the religious
actors play a less active role in the organisation of the
actual pilgrimage, although he states that they have a
good collaboration.
The church primarily contributes moral support, and they
provide the religious backdrop to the event, in form of
the monastery buildings (Figure 2 & Figure 3), and with
a large outdoor Holy Mass held in the morning when
most of the many thousands of pilgrims have arrived
after the night’s hike. The monastery also provides room
for the issuing of certificates and places for people to
rest and to get their blisters treated. Purportedly, many
pilgrims enter the chapel to see the Madonna statue and
to write their thanksgiving, promises or petitions in the

Figure 3: Sanctuary of Lluc

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f9/Lluc_03.jpg
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book of petitions (Soler Pala, 2020:221). Unfortunately,
this book has been inaccessible this year due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. It is significant that, even though
the pilgrimage was originally based on a religious
motivation, the church only contributes to a limited
extent and with what one could call ‘soft’ evangelisation.
It seems clear that the event is now primarily driven by
economic and organisational forces, such as Grup Güell,
that stand outside the religious realm.

have identified is related to the quest for
authentic’ experience, such as immersing
themselves in the spiritual or cultural traditions
associated with specific pilgrimage sites (2017:
iii).
It is not my intention here to provide a more fixed
definition of a pilgrim’s experience of something
authentic as the concept is in itself debated (MacCannell,
1973) and can be interpreted in several ways, depending
on several variable spatial and social factors (Belhassen
et al., 2008). Instead of diving into a conceptualisation of
the traveller’s experience, I will keep to Turner’s idea that
people themselves (in this case my seven respondents)
define what authenticity means for them.

Based on this overview of actors, it is fair to conclude
that the event is firmly supported by activities both
institutionally and financially from the secular spheres of
Mallorcan society and to a lesser extent by the religious
spheres. Altogether, the organisational structure provides
a solid frame that is essential to have in the realisation of
such a large event as it has now grown to. On analysing
the content and context of this annual Mallorcan
pilgrimage it becomes clear that the movement of
participants is defined not only by going from one place
to another and back (Turner, 1973) but should also be
understood as moving in and out of different social and
material networks (Hyndman-Rizk, 2012), pertaining to,
and shaped by this particular event. The interweaving of
interests connects them in a state of anti-structure, where
the usual boundaries are abolished. The links I have
found between the Catholic church, national interests,
social movement and commercial enterprise result from
a politico-economic approach and show how pilgrimage
is momentous on a national scale of preparation,
infrastructure and economic activity, even in relation to a
smaller shrine like Lluc Monastery. This all confirms that

In doing this, I identified a repertoire of the pilgrims’
motifs, and what stood out was that the participants
found it meaningful to immerse themselves in genuine
experiences that evoked positive feelings e.g., by seeing
the sunrise, to walk in nature and enjoy the natural
surroundings, and to participate in a cultural event which
is specific to Mallorca. This resonates with Taylor’s
statement about how people are seeking experiences that
offer ‘authenticity’ (2007:299).5 This part of the study is
thus devoted to identifying, analysing, and interpreting
the themes that emerge from my qualitative data. In this
process my attention has been directed to motivations,
and how value is ascribed to the pilgrimage, how
meaning is formed and articulated in the respondents’
personal statements on the matter. Therefore, I have
talked to people about what they do and why they do
it, by querying about participants’ perspectives, lived
experiences, behaviours, and practices (Ammerman,
2007; Flick, 2009). The empirical material is additionally
rich on reflections about their upbringing in a Catholic
environment and later stances on religion (Schielke &
Debevec, 2012). I have condensed and grouped some of
the most prominent personal motives of the participating
pilgrims.

these [small shrines] are often linked in direct or
indirect ways to wider spheres of influence [as
noted by Coleman and Eade] (2018: 4).
To know more about the participants’ personal
motivations, I will examine what they themselves say
about it in the following section.

5 The age of mobilisation ended in the modern West with
the cultural revolution of the 1960s in the North Atlantic
civilization. According to Taylor (2007) this has produced:
‘As well as moral/spiritual and instrumental individualism,
we now have a widespread 'expressive' individualism.’
(p.473). He calls this a culture of ‘authenticity,’ where
‘each of us has our own way of realising our humanity, and
that it is important to find and live out our own.’ (p. 475).

Level 2. Meaning Formation and Motives for
Joining the Pilgrimage
Researchers who have investigated motives for making
pilgrimages, such as Griffin & Raj (2017), have shown that
the primary factor that drives the traveller is categorised
as ‘The search for authenticity’ and the elements they
16
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The notion of being together and socialising with friends
and family appears to be the dominant motivation for
enrolling in the pilgrimage according to the respondents’
testimonies. It is striking to see how participants report to
have had their trail-debut in their early teenage years and
often the following words appeared:
grandfather, grandmother, mom, dad, uncle,
family, friends, and neighbours
The positive recollections of sharing the experience with
kinsfolk are prominent, as one respondent said:
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Henrique was baptised as a baby, but the pilgrimage is a
secular thing for him:
I didn’t take my communion or anything ... For
me this is nothing religious.
Charles Taylor emphasises that modernity is not defined
by the abolition of religion, but that religion is equated
with other competing central perspectives (2007). The
above cited statements point to the fact that sport is a
central motive for some pilgrims in this event. Opposed
to the competitive aspect, we find Miquel, who is not
interested in racing to the monastery:

Now that I am 30 years old, I remember the
good adventures that I had with my parents and
my friends.
Several times the tradition of meeting acquaintances
and friends is highlighted as an important element of
the pilgrimage. This prominence echoes the framework
proposed by Crompton (1979) who identified seven
push motives towards a destination, of which, two
motives are kinship-enhancement and social interaction
(others are escape, self-exploration, relaxation, prestige,
regression, whereas the pull motives were identified as
novelty and education).6

last time, it was mostly young people, like sporty
people. And I think there is also a race of the
first to reach Lluc. ... They run, it is like a kind
of a marathon, you know ... But most people are
like me, who just want to do it with friends and
so on.
Experiencing nature seems to be another major quality
of the pilgrimage. Most participants highlight the joy of
being outdoors and how much they appreciate the peace
and beauty of the mountains, the view, the sounds of the
natural surroundings and the pristine forests. I asked one
participant:
For you, does it have any spiritual notions.
I mean, you don’t think about is as having
religious aspects?

Taylor’s notions (2007) about the personal ‘quest for
individual meaning’ and the need for pursuing selfrealisation is mirrored e.g., in the participant who is
motivated to take part because they can push themself
physically to reach Lluc fast; Enrique is very driven by
the athletic, physical challenge of the hike:
I love everything that means challenge. ... [He
goes on to say] ... I do it for the sport!
Overcoming the steep terrain on foot gives Enrique
the possibility to achieve a personal fulfillment or selfrealisation:
For me it is something physical and like a
contest. A challenge to do fifty kilometres
walking town after town.
6 Crompton proposed a theoretical motivational model to
understand behavior and decision-making in travel, based
on assessing and classifying pull factors (from pilgrimage
center) and push factors (from visitor). Theory on religious
travel motivations has developed further since Cromptons
initial framework (Liro, 2021).

He answered:
No, no. It’s not a religious thing. It’s more the
nature.
From there, he continued to explain how he does not see
the pilgrimage as something pious, but that he enjoys the
natural experiences, the mountains, the woodlands, the
birds and the landscape. Several participants highlighted
their joy of connecting with nature on the pilgrimage. I see
this reflected in the theoretically described phenomenon of
biophilia (Wilson, 1984). The biophilia hypothesis states
that humans are genetically predisposed to be attracted
to nature, and that all humans inherently love the natural
world. The idea that we are drawn to and need nature
was first put forth by Aristotele and later reformulated
by Edward O. Wilson in his book Biophilia in 1984, and
I believe there is a need for further exploration of this
aspect in connection with pilgrimage, since the literature
is scarce on the subject (Sharma, 2016).
17
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Pilgrimage sites are often cultural heritage places
of value beyond their religious positions, visited for
social, historical, and cultural reasons, where tourists
seek to experience authenticity (Belhassen et al., 2008;
MacCannell, 1973) and strengthen their identities.
Mallorcan identity as a theme emerged in several
connections, often centred on notions about ‘locals’
versus ‘non-locals’ and where people who participate are
from. The official slogan for the organising committee
Grup Güell was presented to me by the president of the
team, and it emphasises the identity theme very explicitly
with the motto: Poble, Cultura, Mallorquinitat [which
translates into People, Culture and Mallorcan identity].
One participant related:
Yeah, everybody has, I guess their own way
to enjoy it. But for me it was something more
serious. Also, a bit of a cultural thing, right. To
follow the tradition and to connect a bit, maybe
with the Mallorcan culture.

unspoiled nature experience that Miquel seeks and
values. This problem taps into to a well-described field
of conflict, as explained by Griffin and Raj (2017). They
list the top three of the biggest challenges that the United
Nations World Tourism Organization estimates that
religious tourism faces. They accentuate what they call
‘crucial challenges’ which include:
1. The preservation of religious sites and monuments.
2. Upholding respect for local traditions and religious
practices.
3. The inclusive development of local communities.
Furthermore, the UN organisation underlines that
Any consideration of religious tourism must
work ensure that the challenges are effectively
managed (Griffin & Raj, 2017:iii).
Regarding the pilgrimage to Lluc, it is especially the
second item on the UNWTO list that resonates with the
frictions seen in my case. According to Miquel’s appeal
against the development he sees as negative, it confirms
that there are challenges with ‘Upholding respect for
local traditions’. This is something that the organisers
might find beneficial to pay attention to in the future.

This motive is mirrored in other pilgrimage research
about motivational factors, which shows it is often multifaceted (Liro, 2021: 80) and that journeys to pilgrimage
centres can also include partaking in ceremonies and
religious festivals, which are also perceived as cultural
tourism attractions.

Partying as a motivational factor and the festive
element in the pilgrimage is yet another recurring theme
mentioned by the research participants. A respondent,
Henrique, highlighted to me, that people would miss the
important festivity element of the journey, if they would
begin the trail too early, before the official start from the
town plaza:

Let me return to Miquel, introduced in the beginning of
this paper, and his dilemma regarding his participation
in the pilgrimage to Lluc and his disappointment with
the change of the pilgrimage. He elaborates on the
disappointment that he feels and mentions an increased
commercialisation of the tradition which is developing
into an event of brands:

You would miss the whole party! And miss the
whole kick-off party, the one with the fireworks.

When I did it last time, it was big brands like
Coca-Cola and sport drinks or sport products.
And in every village like I told you they give
you snacks or drinks – and it is a very good
opportunity for marketing. So, they give you
Power Aid or Red Bull. It’s a fine opportunity
for them to promote the products, you know?

A young participant said that more and more young
people were turning the trail into a wandering festivity,
transforming it ‘from peace to party’. This statement
illustrates that partying seems to be a motivational
element for the pilgrimage. However, excessive festivity,
or a feast unfolding at the wrong time can, on the other
hand, have a strong demotivating effect and divide the
waters: The respondent complained that he was annoyed
by the music that young pilgrims play on their portable
loudspeakers and disappointed to see that people did not
take it seriously enough.

This signals a friction between an authentic experience
and the commodification of a tradition. The loud music
being played, the marketing of branded products, and
the overall commercialisation of the event disturb the
18
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Interestingly, the now closed Bar Güell in Mallorca is a
place where very old Mallorcan traditional celebrations
were organised by local clients and friends (Torres,
2020). One of the ancient fiestas they organised was
the Beneïdes de Sant Antoni, originally a celebration of
the solstice, a remnant of old pre-Christian traditions,
but nowadays expressed with bonfires in the streets,
smoke, music, and people parading the streets dressed
as masked devils. It was also a custom that priests would
bless domesticated animals. Another religious fiesta
that was organised from Bar Güell was Sa Rua, the
traditional Mallorcan carnival, celebrated in February.
The president of Grup Güell related how the first year of
the pilgrimage in the mid-1970s unfolded into joyful pub
crawl:
Well, they started having fun and went to Lluc …
It was Easter Week, people visited the churches,
but instead of going to the churches, they went
to the bars, and this started with a lot of fun.
Taylor mentions the importance of ‘festive’ in the classical
pilgrimage traditions of popular Catholicism (2007:469)
involving ample numbers of people coming together
in a context out of the quotidian routine. Likewise, he
points to the value of celebrations, which are defined
as moments of fusion in a common action and feeling,
which both ‘wrench us out of the everyday ordinary and
seem to put us in touch with something exceptional’
(Taylor, 2007:482).
The revived Lluc pilgrimage was born into and shaped
by this context of carnival and feasting and is connected
to liminoid states (Turner & Turner, 1978; Thomassen,
2016) where things are coming out of the ordinary order
and inverted as the world is ‘turned upside down’ for a
while (Taylor, 2007:45-46) and full of ‘anti-structure’
(Turner, 1969:172). Despite the original religious nature
of this event, that aspect seems to be underplayed now,
and the research participants put forward motivations of
a strikingly secular character.
Since the participants do not share the same religious
commitment, one may wonder why they participate.
A contributing and explanatory factor may possibly be
found in Turner’s notion of communitas (Turner, 1969:9496) which describes the closeness and feeling of a shared
destiny that emerges in a group of people who go through
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a liminoid experience together (Thomassen, 2016). The
Turners observed that pilgrimage always has the potential
to become a meaningful transformational journey, that
potentially gives way to a mode of communitas, that is
unavailable to find in a structured life. Coleman echoes
this by stating that communitas has the power to break
boundaries between the sacred and the secular and to
establish authentic relations across human realms (2017:
277).
Contrasting the fact that most interviewees stated to
be non-believers and not personally motivated by any
devotion, I nonetheless did succeed in finding persons
who expressed a religious motivation. One person stated:
Everything we do - we do for The Virgin, the
patroness of Mallorca.
This person acknowledged that some of the pilgrims are
motivated by religious reasons and said:
Yes, it is true that there are many people who
walk up there for spiritual reasons, for belief,
for making a wish or for making a vow, above
all. Maybe because their soccer team wins. Or
because they won a lottery … There are people
who walk there for pledges.’
A respondent mentioned additional faith-based motives:
There is a girl who goes to Lluc because her cat
died. Others go because her mother was sick.
There is one who … goes for his mother … or
because a person had a disease and has been
cured!
MacCannell (1973) stated that pilgrims are both sacred
and secular tourists, which resonates with my empirical
findings on Mallorca, since I did find a few testimonies
that attest to religious notions, although this aspect
appears week in my findings. This made it clear to me
that further studies of the human activities that surround
the pilgrimage to Lluc can add to our insight about lived
religion or everyday religion (Orsi, 2005; Ammerman,
2007; Schielke & Debevec, 2012).

Discussion and Theoretical Perspectives
Charles Taylor famously labelled our contemporary
religious era the Age of Authenticity. His depiction of
this epoch facilitates an understanding of the context
in which the pilgrimage to Lluc takes place, and his
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arguments help to explain the success of the pilgrimage
with timing in history, and with the presence of certain
social currents in contemporary times. Mallorca has been
impacted by rapid social change, which became evident
e.g., through the advent of mass tourism. The pilgrimage
to Lluc emerged precisely in a period when Mallorca was
undergoing rapid change. Therefore, one can tentatively
consider the revitalisation of the pilgrimage as an indirect
attempt to maintain and cultivate something special and
unique to the Mallorcan identity, in the midst of the change
that was embodied with the arrival of mass tourism.
Rapid social change meant that tourism developed into
something commercial, and it now causes tension since
it is struggling a bit to accommodate both the industrial
and the cultural, and the former popular religious aspects
of local traditions.

excessive commercialisation of the pilgrimage is a threat
to its sense of authenticity.
However, a large part of the organisational success of
the pilgrimage is due to sponsorship and the exposure of
brands, and it seems that the paradox that prevails between
the authentic and the commercial is a challenge that is
negotiated and balanced by the individual participant.
Likewise, I can see Taylor’s observations on pluralism
reflected in my material. The openness of the event is
highlighted by participants, and everybody is welcome
regardless of religiosity or conviction. This type of
polyvalency is a thing that Taylor points to as being
central to the age of authenticity. Taylor further believes
that in times of authenticity, Catholics create their own
versions and forms of expressions of faith and devotion
(Taylor, 2007:468).7

The modern secularity of the west takes a new turn
around the late nineteen sixties in what Taylor describes
as a time characterised by ‘expressive individualism’
(Taylor, 2007:473). Earlier pre-modern conventions
that regulated the life trajectory of individuals became
weakened with the advent of the age of authenticity in
the western world, characterised by disenchantment
(Weber, 1920). According to Taylor, an individuals’ need
for self-oriented expression grew out of the dissolution
of fundamental values and furthermore, societal changes
caused a break off from the traditional communities
e.g., neighbourhoods, families, and other social groups
(2007:473). As a result, the personal search for meaning
becomes an endeavour of self-realisation from which selfdefined values have gained importance. Taylor describes
how personal creation of meaning becomes crucial, but
also how it is full of conflict because self-realisation is
not yet enough. He believes that it is important to find an
appropriate balance between individuals’ self-expression
and concern for the community. The challenge of
liberation from the old set of norms, thus, lies in finding
new ways in which one can cultivate the individual and
still fulfil the indispensable need for something common.
When I asked Miquel if he would travel back to Mallorca
in August to partake in the annual pilgrimage to Lluc,
he replied hesitantly. This is because he worries if it has
become too frivolous and too commercial with branded
products, which would disappoint him. His reflection
points to something central, because evidently an

Apparently, the people from Bar Güell connected the
alleged siphon-miracle in 1974 to the idea of going to Lluc,
because of the already existing traditional and historical
religious connection to the sanctuary. But, the revitalised
version of the sacred pilgrimage to Lluc started in a
festive environment and lacks a strong Christian identity.
Its occurrence and non-conventional form coincides well
with the currents of the time characterised by heightened
secularism, distrust towards old authorities, a quest for
individual meaning-making, free choice, and tolerance.
Consequently, the Catholic identity of the pilgrimage is
downplayed both visually and textually in the advertising
material.8 In general, the marketing of the pilgrimage
is void of religious images and rhetoric, to a point that
seems almost self-secularising.9

7 Mallorcans still celebrate old traditional religious fiestas,
like the local Beneïdes de Sant Antoni, expressed with
bonfires in the streets, music and people parading as masked
devils.
8

The event has digital marketing material with no direct
religious rhetoric: https://desguellallucapeu.com/
9 Self-secularising is when one consciously chooses to
downplay one's religious starting point to conform to a
secular public (Egeris Thorsen, 2020:72).
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Conclusion
In this paper, I have identified multiple explanations for
question about how the success of the pilgrimage to Lluc
can be found in the organisational framework and in
collaboration across the private and public sectors. The
analysis illuminates how different entities are contributing
and it indicates where the sacred and the secular spheres
are interconnected and how new connections are formed
(Coleman & Eade, 2018), as they consistently collaborate
across sectors to accomplish the pilgrimage to Lluc.
The strongest single factor that is linked directly to the
success of the event is the voluntary organisation Grup
Güell which coordinates the event and secures the social,
economic, and religious stakeholders’ cooperation. Their
predominantly secularised context means that they are
open to new partnerships between religious and nonreligious people as demonstrated in my field work. I
identified that commercialisation sparks reluctance
among some participants. Robert Orsi stated that we
should understand religion ‘as a web not of meanings but
of relationships between heaven and earth’ (2005:5). In
analogy, we can consider the pilgrimage to Lluc as being
embedded in a network of relations between private
enterprises and religious activities, although the latter is
only visible at the end of the pilgrimage when pilgrims
arrive at the monastery and some choose to go to mass.
Through my fieldwork I was able to narrow down a wideranging repertoire of different themes that stood central
for the individuals’ personal meaning formation, and it
suggests that the event supports a sense of Mallorcan
identity, belonging, and social cohesion. The possibility
of getting authentic experiences by e.g., connecting with
the land, to be social and to engage in a physical challenge
were all given as important reasons for people to engage
year after year. Likewise, I found that the openness and
inclusive aspect of the event was a driver for the pilgrim
enthusiasm. To a much lesser extent this was also the
case for motivations based on faith and tradition, and my
empirical evidence shows that the religious aspects are
losing ground.
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Güell in 1974, and its ensuing growing success is likely
due to a matter of timing. People choose to realise the self,
but with concerns for the social, which is something that
Taylor describes as being paramount for the individual
in our age of authenticity. Considering Taylor’s analysis
of modernity’s ongoing struggle between individuality
on one side and a binding social reality on the other,
and based on my findings, I believe that pilgrimage can
be seen as a constant search for realising the self in a
social context, and that participation in the secularised
pilgrimage to Lluc can be characterised as coming to an
individualised community, as also described by Munro
and Cassar (2017), who have called this ‘individualitias’,
as a pun on ‘communitas’ which becomes an apt
context for realising the self in a social setting.
As the discussion in this paper demonstrates, this
pilgrimage is a substantial motive for the overall
movement of people, between regions and even
transnationally as exemplified with the case of Miquel.
Whether these mobilities are for entirely profane motives
or not, this event / pilgrimage has the power to set things,
people and feelings in motion.
My contribution in this paper adds to the theoretical
discussions about why people from Western, secularised
societies are drawn to pilgrim traditions, and whether this
engagement should be understood as a search for meaning
in a new global reality, that in a Weberian understanding
is described as disenchanted.

The analytical level showed that theoretical reflections
inspired by Charles Taylor’s (2007) concepts about the
age of authenticity in the late sixties, helps to realise that
one of the key factors for the birth of the pilgrimage in Bar
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